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Abstract 

A cup-shaped component of Mg-4Al-2Ba-2Ca (ABaX422) alloy has been forged in the 

temperature range of 300 °C to 500 °C and at speeds in the range of 0.01 mm s-1 to 10 mm s-1 

with a view to validate the processing map and study the microstructural development. The 

process was simulated through finite-element method to estimate the local and average strain rate 

ranges in the forging envelope. The processing map exhibited two domains in the following 

ranges: (1) 300 °C to 390 °C and 0.0003 s-1 to 0.001 s-1, and (2) 400 °C to 500 °C and 0.0003 s-1 

to 0.3 s-1 and both represented dynamic recrystallization (DRX). The map revealed a wide flow 

instability regime at higher strain rates and temperatures lower than 400 oC, in which flow 

localization occurs. Forgings produced under conditions of the above two domains are sound and 

symmetrical, and had finer grain sizes when forged in the first domain. However, when forged in 

the flow instability regimes, the alloy fractured before the final shape is reached. The 

experimental load-stroke curves for the conditions within the domains correlated well with the 

simulated ones, whereas the curves obtained in the instability regime were uneven.  
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1 Introduction 

In recent years, magnesium alloys are being developed for aerospace, automobile, and 

biomedical applications due to their lightweight. One of the most popular series of alloys is based 

on Mg-Al-Zn system because both Al and Zn dissolve in Mg and cause solid solution 

strengthening [1,2]. The strength, ductility, and creep resistance may be improved further by 

alloying with rare-earth elements [3-5], which are expensive. The creep resistance may also be 

improved by the addition of relatively cheaper alkaline-earth elements like Ca, Sr, and Ba [6-8] 

since these elements form stable intermetallic particles in the matrix, which cause dispersion 

strengthening. In general, a combination of these elements is considered to give better effect as is 

found [7] for example in MRI230D alloy that contains 7% Al, 2.1% Ca, and 0.3% Sr (all in 

wt.%), where three different thermally stable intermetallic phases Al4Sr, Mg2Ca, and (Mg,Al)2Ca 

form in the matrix [9]. However, Sr addition is not favored because of its detrimental effect on 

the corrosion resistance of several magnesium alloys [10]. Addition of Ba to AZ91 alloy resulted 

in higher temperature strength and increased ignition temperature [8]. When Ba is added along 

with Ca, it forms a eutectic phase Mg17Ba2 and a tertiary compound (Al,Mg)2Ca at the grain 

boundaries, preventing their sliding during creep deformation [11]. These findings formed the 

basis for the recent development of two creep resistant alloys Mg-4Al-2Ba-1Ca (ABaX421) and 

Mg-4Al-2Ba-2Ca (ABaX422), which had better creep resistance than Mg-4Al-2RE (AE42) and 

Mg-3Sn-2Ca (TX32) alloys [7]. The strength of ABaX422 [12] is better than that of AZ31 and 

AZX312 alloys in the temperature range of 25 oC to 250 oC. The hot working behavior of 

ABaX422 has been studied [12] using processing map and the alloy offers two workability 

domains, a higher temperature one for bulk working and a lower temperature one for grain 

refinement.  
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In general, magnesium alloys have limited workability at low temperatures because of the 

limited number of operative slip systems, mainly basal slip. As the temperature is increased, 

some contribution from prismatic slip occurs to satisfy the necessity of five independent slip 

systems for continuity of deformation across the grains. Bulk metal forming operations involve 

large plastic deformation and require high temperatures to activate additional non-basal slip 

systems, like pyramidal slip, to contribute to deformation of such alloys. The hot workability 

depends on the alloy chemistry, starting microstructure, inhomogeneity, grain size and the state-

of-stress in the forming process. The process of dynamic recrystallization (DRX) is essential for 

breaking the as-cast microstructure and refining the grain size. DRX involves nucleation and 

grain boundary migration involving the generation of dislocations as well as their recovery 

through climb or cross-slip. The climb process is the main recovery mechanism when plastic 

deformation is mainly due to basal slip and/or prismatic slip while cross-slip is the mechanism 

for recovery process for pyramidal slip [13,14].  

The aim of the present investigation is to forge the alloy to form a cup-shape component, in 

accordance with the findings of the processing map, and validate its results on the formability and 

microstructural development. The methodology is similar to that applied earlier to validate the 

processing maps on electrolytic copper [15] and rolled AZ31alloy [16-18], which essentially 

consists of process simulation using finite element method (FEM) and controlled forging 

experiments using die and punch on MTS-servo hydraulic machine. 

 
2 Methodology 

2.1 Processing map development 

 The processing map for a material is developed based on its flow stress as a function of 

temperature and strain rate. The detailed principles and procedures have been described earlier, 
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including maps for a large number of magnesium alloys [19,20]. The efficiency of power 

dissipation occurring through microstructural changes during deformation is given by: 

 η = 2m/(m+1) (1) 

where m is the strain rate sensitivity of flow stress. A three-dimensional plot of efficiency 

variation with temperature and strain rate gives a power dissipation map, which may be viewed 

as a contour map drawn with iso-efficiency contours. 

Flow instability criterion is derived by exploring the extremum principles of irreversible 

thermodynamics as applied to continuum mechanics of large plastic flow [21], which is given by 

instability parameter )(εξ   
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∂
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The variation of )(εξ   with temperature and strain rate gives the instability map, which may 

be superimposed on the power dissipation map for obtaining a processing map. The map is 

conveniently viewed as a contour map, where isoefficiency contours are drawn on a frame of 

temperature and strain rate (logarithmic scale). Accurate experimental data of flow stress as a 

function of temperature and strain rate, in a wide range, are required to generate the processing 

map, the procedure for which was explained earlier [19]. The processing map reveals domains, 

where different microstructural mechanisms like dynamic recrystallization (DRX) operate along 

with the limiting conditions for regimes where flow instability occurs.   

 

2.2 FEM simulation model 

The FEM model used in this study is the DEFORM program, which is a code developed 

based on a rigid viscoplastic model using the principle of analysis of large plastic incremental 

deformation (ALPID) by Kobayashi et al. [22]. The basis for the FEM simulation program has 
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been presented by Oh [23]. Briefly, FEM uses extremum principles, which state that for a 

plastically deforming body of volume, V, under the traction, F, prescribed on a part of the 

surface, SF, and the velocity, u, prescribed on the surface, SU, and uses variational principles in 

minimizing the function: 

∫∫∫ −−= udSFdVdV v .)(
2

2εαεσφ   (3) 

where ε  is the effective strain rate, σ  is the effective stress, ε  is the effective strain, u is the 

velocity vector, vε  is the volumetric strain rate, and α is a large positive constant (penalty). The 

program accepts constitutive equation data, the geometry of the die and punch, and the friction 

coefficient. The program also has an automatic remeshing option when the finite element mesh 

distorts and the nodes meet (Jacobian goes negative). The relevant output of the simulation model 

consists of the local values of stress, strain, strain rate, and velocity vectors. In addition, the load-

stroke curves can be obtained for each forging simulation. 

3 Experimental  

 The magnesium alloy Mg-4Al-2Ba-2Ca (ABaX422) billet was prepared by conventional 

casting method using elemental metals. While the molten Mg-4Al alloy was kept at 720 °C under 

SF6-argon mix cover gas, Ca and Ba were added. The melt was held at the same temperature for 

another 5 min before being poured in a preheated permanent steel mold. A cast billet with 

100 mm diameter obtained using the above procedure was diametrically sliced into disks. Slugs 

with 12.5 mm diameter and 14 mm height were machined for forging tests. One end of the slug 

was chamfered for specimen aligning and centering on the forging die. 

Isothermal forging experiments were conducted on cylindrical specimens of the geometry 

shown in Fig. 1(a) to produce a rib-web (cup) shape shown in Fig. 1(b). The load train assembly 
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is shown in Fig. 1(c). The experiments were conducted at different temperatures in the range of 

300 °C to 500 °C (in steps of 40 °C) and at speeds of 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, and 10 mm s-1 using MTS 

810 servo-hydraulic machine. These parameters were chosen such that the workability domain, as 

well as instability regimes, is covered for validation. Details of the test set-up and procedure have 

been described in earlier publications [15-18].  

 
Fig. 1 Sketches of (a) starting specimen, (b) final shape of the forging and (c) design of load train 

assembly for forging using servo-hydraulic machine [16] 

 

The procedure involved heating the die and punch to the testing temperature before loading 

the specimen on the die. Before the experiment, the specimen was lubricated with a grease paste 

containing graphite and heated for 15 min. However, during deformation, contact surface friction 

had no influence on the metallurgical structure development. As the tapered punch pierced the 

material, the latter flowed opposite the punch, wrapping around the punch and producing a cup-
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shape at the end of the stroke, which was limited to about 11 mm. The load-stroke curve was 

recorded in each experiment. The forged specimens were quenched in water and prepared for 

microstructural examination by sectioning the deformed specimens at the center, parallel to the 

compression axis. The cut surface was mounted, polished, and etched with a picric acid solution. 

An optical microscope (OLYMPUS/PMG3) was used to record the microstructure in the rib 

regions where strains were significant but gradients were smaller. 

 

4 Results and discussion 

4.1 Initial microstructure 

The as-cast microstructure of ABaX422 alloy is shown as an optical micrograph in 

Fig. 2(a). The average grain size is about 25 µm, which indicates that the grain size is 

considerably refined, compared with grain sizes of 200−500 µm generally observed in other as-

cast Mg alloys [24]. Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive spectroscopy analysis 

has revealed that Mg17Ba2 and (Al,Mg)2Ca phases are present at the grain boundaries (Fig. 2b). 
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Fig. 2 (a) Optical microstructure and (b) SEM micrograph of as-cast Mg-4Al-2Ba-2Ca alloy 

 
 

4.2 Processing map and its interpretation 

Details of the processing map obtained on ABaX422 alloy and interpretation of the 

domains, in terms of microstructural mechanisms, are given in earlier publications [12,25]. For 

the purpose of ready reference, the processing map obtained at a strain of 0.5 is shown in Fig. 3. 

The numbers marked on the contours represent efficiency of power dissipation expressed in 

percent. The shaded areas represent the regimes of flow instability. The map exhibits two 

domains as described below: 

1. Domain 1 occurs in the temperature range of 300 °C to 390 °C and strain rate range of 

0.0003 s-1 to 0.001 s-1 with a peak efficiency of 36% occurring at 340 oC and 0.0003 s-1. 

2. Domain 2 occurs in the temperature range of 400 °C to 500 oC and strain rate range of 

0.0003 s-1 to 0.3 s-1 with a peak efficiency of 41% occurring at 500 oC and 0.0003 s-1. 
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Fig. 3 Processing map for as-cast Mg–4Al–2Ba–2Ca at a strain of 0.5. The numbers associated 

with the contours indicate efficiency of power dissipation in percent and the shaded areas indicate 

the instability area  

The changeover has occurred at about 390 oC. Based on the microstructural observations, 

the two domains are interpreted to represent dynamic recrystallization (DRX), which replaces the 

as-cast microstructure with a wrought equiaxed grain structure. The grain size is finer in Domain 

1 than in Domain 2. In the first domain, basal+prismatic slip causes the plastic flow and 

simultaneous recovery occurs by climb process. In the second domain, which is at higher 

temperatures, second order pyramidal slip occurs with simultaneous recovery by cross-slip 

process. Flow instability occurs mostly at lower temperatures and higher strain rates (grey color 

shaded area in Fig. 3), and its microstructural manifestation is through flow localization. 
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4.3 Process simulation 

The process simulation based on FEM has become an effective tool in flow investigation 

during material forming, as demonstrated by Sivaprasad et al. [26] for optimizing the extrusion of 

a stainless steel, by Ou et al. [27] for the forging of aerofoils using a nickel alloy, and by Jin et al. 

[28] for the forging of spur gear using AZ31 magnesium alloy. Such simulations provide 

information on the flow pattern during die filling as well as on the local values of state-of-stress, 

strain, and strain rate. These values may be used in predicting the microstructural developments. 

This model also predicts the forging loads so that the required forging equipment capacity may 

be determined [22]. A finite element simulation of the forging process was conducted under 

isothermal conditions (the work piece and the die remained under the same temperature) using 

the software DEFORM 2D axisymmetric version equipped with a pre-processor to input material 

data and object definition. A post-processor was also used, which provides information on 

deformed geometry, state-of-stress, velocity vectors, strain, and strain rate. 

Process simulations were conducted at the temperature range of 300 °C to 500 °C at speeds 

of 0.01 mm s-1 to 10 mm s-1 until the stroke reached 11 mm in 0.1 mm increments. As an 

example, the effective strain distributions in the forged component at the end of the stroke are 

shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for forgings corresponding to 340 °C/0.01 mm s-1 (Domain 1) and 

460 °C/0.01 mm s-1 (near peak conditions in Domain 2), respectively. From the simulations, the 

minimum and maximum effective strains range between 0.1 and 3.8. The average strain rates 

corresponding to the forging speeds of 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, and 10 mm s-1 are 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 

1.0 s-1, respectively. The simulations done at 300 oC and at a forging speed of 1 mm s-1 and, 500 

oC and 10 mm s-1 are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively, and these two conditions 

correspond to the two flow instability regimes of the processing map (Fig. 3). The flow patterns 

are not significantly different from those shown in Fig. 4. 
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(a)  

(b)  

Fig. 4 (a) Strain contours obtained in finite element simulation at the end of stroke (11 mm) 

obtained at temperature and speeds of (a) 340 oC/0.01 mm s-1 (Domain 1) and (b) 460 oC/0.01 

mm s-1 (Domain 2) 
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(a)  

(b)  

Fig. 5 Strain contours obtained in finite element simulation at the end of stroke (11 mm) obtained 

at temperature and speeds of (a) 300 oC/1 mm s-1 and (b) 500 oC/10 mm s-1 that corresponds to 

instability regimes 
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4.4 Microstructural correlation 

The microstructures recorded at various locations of the specimens forged at temperatures 

and speeds of 340 °C/0.01 mm s-1 (Domain 1) and 460 °C/0.01 mm s-1 (Domain 2) are shown in 

Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. These microstructures recorded in the bottom region of the cup 

and those examined at the radius and the inside wall regions are not any different, signifying 

microstructural homogeneity. However, the microstructure recorded in the outside rib region did 

not undergo significant change when compared with the starting as-cast microstructure (Fig. 2). 

This is because the local strain value in this region is too low to cause dynamic recrystallization. 

The microstructures clearly showed the occurrence of DRX and the average grain size obtained 

in Domain 1 (10 µm) is smaller than that in Domain 2 (22 µm).  
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Fig. 6 (a) Microstructures of Mg-4Al-2Ba-2Ca alloy specimens forged at (a) 340 oC/0.01 mm s-1 

(Domain 1) and (b) 460 oC/0.01 mm s-1 (Domain 2). The location corresponds to the bottom 

region of the cup 

 
The microstructures obtained at various locations of the forging conducted at 300 °C and 

1 mm s-1, which falls within the lower temperature instability regime of the processing map 

(Fig. 3), are shown in Figs. 7(a-c). The flow localization is clearly observed in the bottom, radius 

and inside-wall regions. In the outside wall region, the microstructure did not exhibit much 

change due to low local strain values. The microstructures obtained at similar locations on the 

forging conducted at 500 oC and 10 mm s-1 are shown in Figs. 8(a-c). The flow localization does 

not look very intense because of the changes that are caused by post-deformation cooling from 

the high temperature. Thus, the microstructural observations completely validate the workability 

regions where DRX, occurs as well as the flow instability regions of the processing map. 
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Fig. 7 Microstructures of Mg-4Al-2Ba-2Ca specimens forged at 300 oC/1 mm s-1 (instability 

regime): (a) bottom region, (b) radius region, and (c) side-wall region of the cup-shape 
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Fig. 8 Microstructures of Mg-4Al-2Ba-2Ca specimens forged at 500 oC/10 mm s-1 (instability 

regime): (a) bottom region, (b) radius region, and (c) side-wall region of the cup-shape 
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4.5 Load-stroke curves and the shapes of forged specimens  

 The curves representing semi-close die forging involve three stages as follows: (1) increase 

in the load until plastic flow initialization, (2) material flow until the cup formation is complete, 

and (3) direct material compression in the bottom of the cup, resulting in a steep increase in the 

load with stroke.  

  

  

Fig. 9 Load-stroke curves obtained for forging of ABaX422 alloy at different speeds and at 

temperatures of (a) 300 oC, (b) 340 oC, (c) 460 oC, and (d) 500 oC 

 
 The load-stroke curves recorded during the forging experiments at 300 oC, 340 oC 

(Domain 1), 460 oC (Domain 2), and 500 oC and at different forging speeds are shown in 

Figs. 9(a-d). The curves obtained at 300 oC (Fig. 9a) are uneven at all the forging speeds because 
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the corresponding strain rates fall in the instability region of the map. When the temperature is 

increased to 340 oC (Fig. 9b), only the slowest speed (0.01 mm s-1) is in the DRX domain, and 

the load-stroke curve is steady and as expected, while the curves are uneven at higher speeds. The 

curves obtained at 460 oC at all speeds are smooth (Fig. 9c) because these curves are within DRX 

domain (Domain 2). Conversely, at 500 oC the curve for the highest speed of 10 mm s-1 (Fig. 9d) 

is uneven because this curve is covered by the instability regime of the processing map. 

The bottom views of ABaX422 forged specimens at different temperature and forged 

speeds are shown in Fig. 10. Clearly, the specimens forged under conditions corresponding to the 

two DRX domains: Domain 1, namely, 340 and 380 °C and a speed 0.01mm s-1 (nearest to 

Domain 1) and Domain 2, namely 420, 460 and 500 oC and speeds of 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 mm s-1, 

possess the expected regular shapes for this component under good workability conditions. The 

specimens forged at 300 °C, and 500 °C and the highest speed were fractured because of the flow 

instability. 

 
Fig. 10 Geometry of the ABaX422 specimen’s forged different temperatures and forging speeds 

– Bottom View 
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Load-stroke curves obtained for forging simulations 340 °C/0.01 mm s-1 (Domain 1) and 

460 oC/0.01 mm s-1 (Domain 2) are shown in Figs. 11(a-b) and compared with those obtained 

from forging experiments. A reasonable agreement exists between the simulated and 

experimental curves validating the simulation model. Simulation with a higher friction factor 

marginally changes the loads, indicating insignificant friction contribution. 
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Fig. 11 Comparison of load-stroke curves obtained from the finite element simulation and 

forging experiments at a temperature and speed of (a) 340 oC/0.01 mm s-1 (Domain 1), and (b) 

460 oC/0.01 mm s-1 (Domain 2) 

 

5 Conclusions 

Hot forging of Mg alloy ABaX422 has been performed at a temperature range of 300 °C to 

500 °C and at a speed range of 0.01 mm s-1 to 10 mm s-1 to validate the processing map. The 

following conclusions have been drawn: 

i) Processing map exhibits two domains within the following temperature and strain rate ranges: 

(1) 300 °C to 390 °C and 0.0003 s-1 to 0.001 s-1, and (2) 400 °C to 500 °C and 0.0003 s-1 to 

0.3 s-1, both of which show the occurrence of DRX.  

ii) Finite element simulation of a rib-web (cup-shaped) forging in ABaX422 alloy conducted in 

the DRX domains accurately predicts load-stroke curves that correlate well with experimental 

data. The load-stroke curves obtained for forgings done under conditions in the flow 
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instability regimes of the map are uneven, unlike those obtained when forged in the DRX 

domains. 

iii) The microstructures obtained in the components forged under conditions in Domain 1 and 

Domain 2 of the processing map exhibit DRX, and validate the processing map predictions 

that the grain size in Domain 1 is finer than in Domain 2. Forging in the regimes of flow 

instability of the processing map result in flow localization in the microstructure and 

disintegration of specimens before the final shape is forged. 
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